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As a hard-working team, we add strength to 
your strength with our experience.

                  



In StyleBus; we convert many models of busses from 
different brands such as Mercedes Sprinter, Mercedes 
Vito and Iveco Daily into eye-catching, precise and fully 
equipped transport busses by meticulously applying 
them first-class VIP bus design.



With more than 20 years of experience, Gürsözler 
Design, which operates in 5.000 m² closed area, carries 
out the internal and external design activities of all 
transport busses under the brand name of StyleBus 
abroad.

We create special solutions with inspiration given 
by design and creativity and offer special designs to 
our customers. We combine durability, quality and 
comfort.

Our company, which has ISO 9001 and European 
type approval certificates of all vehicles we produce, 
proudly presents all StyleBus products with high 
customer satisfaction.

In StyleBus; we convert many models of busses from 
different brands such as Mercedes Sprinter, Mercedes 
Vito and Iveco Daily into eye-catching, precise and fully 
equipped transport busses by meticulously applying 
them first-class VIP bus design.
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VIP BUS DESIGN

In StyleBus; we convert many models of busses from 
different brands such as Mercedes Sprinter, Mercedes 
Vito and Iveco Daily into eye-catching, precise and 
fully equipped transport busses by meticulously 
applying them first-class VIP bus design.
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